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day with my seemingly precious brother. As the
older sibling, much like the Indian, I was there
first and our parents were all mine. Now I have
Cortez as my little brother.

People often wonder what the Sewanee
"Crud" actually is; some even think it is merely
a superstition, but nay. When students return

to the Domain, carrying their various viruses

Indians. The people and loved ones we come into contact with over Fall Break or
Thanksgiving are the very bacteria-ridden Spanish conquistadors, wolfs dressed
in lambs fur, that pass on their illnesses. For students who have younger siblings
in grade school, they are often most susceptible to the newest and strongest of
ailments. I happen to have a ten-year-old brother who is incredibly cute, but
jealous of the attention I get whenever I come home. To avoid being outright mean
to me and getting reprimanded by one of our parents, he simply smothers me with

The Clothesline is Back
By Althea Northcross

The Clothesline Project has found its

way back to the halls of the BC for the

second year in a row now. A striking

visual demonstration of personal

accounts of sexual assault, the project

is once again a herald of Sewanee 's

second annual USAW: Understanding

Sexual Assault Week.

USAW is a weeklong event that

formed around the annual "Take

Back the Night" march; a march that

demonstrates the frustration and refusal

of the fact that women must live in

fear of sexual assault, especially after

dark. The march extended into a week-

long educational campaign last year

in order to better explain the issue of

sexual assault as it pertains not only to

women, but also to men. This year the

tradition has been continued and the

idea that rape is a male's issue too has

been a focal point of this year's theme:

Unmasking Sexual Violence.

"Educate, Recognize, Serve,

Support" is the motto of this year's

activities at the Women Center. The
women of the Bairnwick Women's
Center are reaching out to the Sewanee

community to address this violent and

damaging act. The Clothesline Project

becomes, perhaps, the first step for

some to anonymously publicize the

ugly truth about sexual assault, and the

Women's Center again presents itself as

a campus resource to all of those who
need help in coping with the effects.

By bringing this issue into light,

the sole purpose of this week's events

becomes more than publicity for violent

acts that have already taken place, but

an attempt to create a zero-tolerance

atmosphere at Sewanee among the

student body.

This week's events included lectures

on the history and the prevention of

sexual violence and harassment, the

Take Back the Night march, an "open

mic" event at Stirling's, and a powerful

publicity campaign that included

various posters addressing the multiple

sides of the issue of rape, statistics, the

Clothesline Project, door hangers that

give specific information on the week's

events and Sewanee 's sexual assault

policy, an art installation in the B.C. by

Francie Hartline and one in McClurg

by Katrina Ivey.

Considering that 16% of Sewanee

males and 16% of Sewanee females

reported that they had been taken

advantage of sexually in last year's

core survey we need to continue

looking for solutions through events

like USAW and we need to recognize

that sexual assault is a reality on

college campuses everywhere, even in

Sewanee, Tennessee.

aren't a dead Indian.

The Gay-Straight Alliance:

Coming Out Week
By Sam Kennedy

Every fall there is a National Coming Out Day set sometime in early October.
To accommodate for the overall campus, the Sewanee Gay Straight Alliance sets

aside a separate day on which to celebrate our own Coming Out Day.
This year the day was October 25 th and the week of October 24-28 was labeled

as Coming Out Week by the Sewanee GSA. Coming Out Day was intended
to promote awareness of the GLBT (Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender)
community and provide an encouraging way for people to come out in the

presence of a supportive community. People were not required to come out
during this designated week, it is only a way of showing that there are people in

the community that would be okay with the announcement.

Tuesday, October 25 the campus was encouraged to wear the previous year's

GSA t-shirts to show support for the closeted and out GLBT members of the

Sewanee community, both university affiliated and non-university affiliated

people alike. The shirts are a symbol to those who are in the process of coming
out to let them know that theie are people on this campus who are supportive of

their lifestyle. Usually the shirts are of a simple design set on different colored

shirts, the color of the rainbow. This symbolizes gay pride and may encourage

those having a hard time when they see the rainbow of colors in the a classroom,

dormitory, library or even the dining hall.

On the following day, Wednesday, October 26, the GSA viewed the movie
In and Out . The movie stars Kevin Kline and is the humorous portrayal of the

coming out of a beloved teacher of the community. The movie also went into how
the coming out of this man affected the community and their views of closeting

not only secrets of sexuality, but secrets in general. A 30-minute faculty led

discussion followed the viewing of the movie.

Thursday, October 27, the GSA participated in the Women Center's "Take Back
the Night" walk to show support and help provide the campus with sexual assault

awareness, and to promote the idea that sexual assault happens to everyone, not

just straight people.

On Friday, October 28. the week concluded with a party at the Bishop's

Commons. There were games, food, and discussion. This party was the GSA's
way of topping off the week in a fun way. Not much coming out is associated

with this party, but for those who did come out during the week, it is a way for

them to celebrate and relax as a part of the community.

Normal GSA meetings are held on Wednesdays at 6pm. All interested are

welcome to attend. The GSA has an open door policy but respect and open-

mindedness are expected. For more information about the Sewanee Gay Straight

Alliance, contact David Martinez (martideO, x28 1 1 ) or Sam Kennedy (skennedy,

x2786). A special thanks goes out to all the faculty, staff, community members

and students who participated and continue to aid the GSA in their endeavors.
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Stomped In France
ByNedCUnard

Early Friday morning on the 14th of October, my luck ran out and I was viciously
beaten by a pack of French thugs. What began as a casual walk home rapidly
became a serious situation.

The group of four or five approached me on the street, and one asked for a
cigarette. I told them I had none. Either their original intention had been to
jump me, or they recognized my American accent and saw an opportunity to vent
their prejudices on a defenseless target. It started with a few petty insults, then
a stocky young male with spiked hair head-butted me in the nose with no hint of
warning. Within seconds I received a hard blow to the head from behind. I fell
to the ground, giving the rest a chance to tee off on me. As I went down I caught
a glimpse of a Mediterranean- '

Emory and Sewanee
By Townsend Zeigler

Hunter S. Thompson: the man, the legend

looking brute with a goatee and
long hair pushed carefully to the

back.

I tried to pull myself off the

ground, but was knocked down
again by a swift blow to the mouth.
I felt one of my front teeth come
smoothly unattached from my
gums and spat out a mouthful of
blood. One more kick to the face

and two more ofmy front teeth fell

out in a pool of blood and saliva. I yelled for help several times, but more out of
a frantic natural reaction than for hope of any real aid coming to my side.
Out of sheer luck, two friends were coming out of Happy Days, a nearby bar

and recognized me in the midst of the stomp circle. They pushed the others away
and pulled me from the free-for-all before those animals had a chance to explodemy spleen or crush my manhood with a foot to the groin. Suddenly realize they
were at nsk of being apprehended, the gutless swine fled out of sight up a side
street. The attack was over faster than it started, and before I knew it the Police
were asking for descriptions, and I was on a backboard in an ambulance on myway to the emergency room. They did a complete physical check-up, but the only
real damage was a swollen face, a few bruises, and three crushed teeth.

I felt like Hunter S. Thompson when he was beaten senseless by a California
motorcycle gang after publishing Hell's Angels. Just as he was stomped by several
members that he had not previously known, I was beaten by a random group who
I had never seen before and hopefully will never see again unless I am armed with
two broken-ofT beer bottles and a set of brass knuckles. But a big difference still
remains. He had gotten his story and was through with the Angels; I still have
another two and a half months in France and run the risk of encountering this
pack of hoodlums at any time. Furthermore, I feel the way he ends his postscript
is an accurate summation of both our beatings, as well as any incidents of this sort
(with a slight variation of my own).
There is "no escaping the echo of Mistah Kurtz's final words from the Heart of

Darkness: The horror! The horror! ... Exterminate [the cowards]!"'

Handholding on the Domain
By Kaitlyn Slavish

It used to be guaranteed on a Saturday
or Sunday morning around 10 AM you
could sit in McClurg and observe the
awkwardness that can only come from
a random hookup from the night before.
Students' eyes beading around each
corner to make sure they do not run
into their partner in passion from the
previous night, or the uncomfortable
acknowledgment when you see that

someone. However, it seems that times
are a changing. Yes, just as the leaves
change from green to the elaborate
colors of the fall, relationships are on
the rise. Call it what you will: dating,
seeing each other, talking, exclusively
hooking up, just hooking up, maybe
even an open relationship - people are
pairing off on the Domain.

Now anyone familiar with the
Sewanee culture knows there is too
much alcohol pumping through our
bloods on weekends to make a sound
conscious decision or be well aware
of the repercussions of our actions.
Sewanee is what one might call a work
hard, party hard institution, where
the week is reserved for work and
the weekend for play. However, the
exponential increase in handholding
and public displays ofaffection (PDA's)
makes one wonder, is this the same

Sewanee we knew of previous years?
While walking down University Ave.,
its not uncommon to see a couple
holding hands or even an arm around
a waist. Now whether this warms your
heart or makes you die a little inside,

you cannot help but notice that it's out
there.

There have been several theories for
the influx in relationships. One theorist

feels that the lack of liquor parties is

to blame in the decline of random
hookups. Sometimes you cannot
provide enough alcohol for yourself
to make that stupidest of decisions;
you need that free third party mixing
your drinks. Or perhaps maybe it's the
unstable state of affairs of the world
that is making students run to the arms
of each other. Or, it could be that

people just like spooning a lot.

If you happen to find yourself in
that percentage of the University that
is in a relationship, a few things to
keep in mind: we can stomach some
handholding, but that's about as far as
it goes; please be respectful of your
single roommates; and no, NO PDA
while you are still in class dress (in

fact we'd prefer you didn't at all)! Yes,
times are a changing, but let's at least
try to have some dignity about it.

A few weekends ago, I left Sewanee
to visit a friend at Emory. While I

had a great time experiencing college

life among civilization, bar-hopping

in Buckhead, partying with hundreds
of anonymous people, and watching
fraternities actually take fraternity

life seriously, many of the contrasts

between Emory and Sewanee made me
respect Sewanee 's unique environment
more.

Sewanee students seem socially

healthier, partly because of this

university's environment, isolated in

the mountains and decades behind most
American progress. Living in the heart

of Atlanta. Emory students face many
distractions that can preclude them
from seeking their entertainment and
spending their leisure time in worthy
social pursuits. The modern world
offers many thrills, cheap and fast,

that are certainly appealing. Saturday
afternoon, many of us rode out to a

googolplex theater to catch the movie
Doom, starring The Rock. It was
stinking sweet, and I learned that

human beings are originally from Mars.
While paying $7.50 to spend two hours
drooling in a cold, dark room while a

meat stick shoots slugs into mutated
zombies seems counterintuitive, it

does have certain merits. It presents

an object of ridicule to whet a sense
of humor and a few inane one-liners to

pepper a conversation. But ultimately,

as anyone who ever has taken a date to

a movie knows, the theatre allows for

people to spend time in each other's

company without having truly to

engage each other.

This phenomenon reoccurred
throughout the weekend. On Saturday
evening, when many Sewanee students

would be enjoying a few cocktails with
friends before going out (aka front-

loading), most members of the Epsilon
chapter of KA found a couch and
played Halo II for a few hours, opting
finally to stay in for the night. Now, this

does not mean that they did not spend
their time socially: you strategize with
friends to rack up kills against the other
team while talking massive amounts
of poo, but this time it is centered on
the narrow platform of a video game.

which provides no lasting memory of
the night and is frankly a way to pass
time. Saturday nights are made for

young people to go out, loosen up, and
have a good time with their friends,

and video games seem a lesser means
to satisfy that criteria.

These activities do provide downtime
and balance but are not nearly as

socially satisfying as say, discussing

books, hiking, playing frisbee golf,

or the occasional night of drinking.

Sure, cable is not legally provided
in dorm rooms, which students from
other schools have trouble believing,

but it frees up time for more important
activities besides watching Alien vs.

Predator for the fifth time.

It is important occasionally to spend
time idly with friends, watching movies,
playing video games, or whatnot, but
those activities reveal nothing about the

people, their lives, or their opinions.

Accordingly, the administration should
be wary in attempting to squelch
the University's party atmosphere.
While partying should also be taken
in moderation, it provides the oldest
way for people to commune with
one another, to form bonds and share

experiences. Alumni do not come back
to Sewanee and discuss wild nights of
wax hands or face painting, but the
time they ran off into the woods with a
bottle of bourbon and book of poems,
or the time they had a long conversation
with a professor or fellow student over
a few beers at Shenanigan's. While
drinking and partying have been
stigmatized as socially immature by
most of academe, they have always
played an important role in civil

life, and in fact, the ability to handle
oneself well at a party, which Sewanee
teaches in spades, is an invaluable skill

for networking and advancing one's
career. Like it or not. it's human nature
and the foundation of both the secular
feast and even to a degree religious

Communion. The old adage is that

at Sewanee, you work hard, and you
play hard. Sewanee students may play
hard, sometimes too hard, but at least

they drink life to the lees. And for that,

I'm thankful to attend Sewanee.
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IM Football Update: Glory Days at the GridironBy Sam Currin
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What do you get when you put 14
mildly athletic (sometimes very
athletic, sometimes very unathletic)

fraternity boys on a field and give
them a pigskin? A testosterone

party called intramural football.

There is nothing better than
running off a hangover in the name
of football and fraternal pride. This
year's "season" has been quite
a wild one. KA is undefeated,
being led to victory by the strong

athletic prowess of Kevin HerrelL
big bad Thomas Anderson, Hugh
Antrim, and McCoy Penninger.
The High Profile Bad Boys are also

undefeated and owe their success to

rugby superstars Thad Crosier and
Drew Burrier, Cole Flannery, Peter

Neville, and Barrett "Bigfoot"
Allen. Chi Psi, having lost only
one game, is in the running for the

championship as well. They are led

by the man the myth, the legend. Carter Thurman, Chris Petrucka, JR Candlish
and Casey Cook.
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"H** »" a few basic types ofIM football players:

1) The dedicated college athlete that dominates and plays to win
2) The mildly dedicated ex-high school athlete that wants to win, but really just
goes out to play and have fun

3) The ambivalent fraternity brother who doesn't really care if you win or lose
4) Joey Bailey (probably has rabies)

5) The benchwarmer/fan supporter

6) The man, the myth, the legend, Carter Thurman
When all of these ingredients come together on the field, what you aet is a
casserole that tastes so very good and leaves you satisfied (a metaphor) When
asked how he feels about IM football, Bo "Anytime" McGuffy, a starter in the
secondary for the High Profile Bad Boys, replied, "Roll Tide, buddy' What**

# \
Don t befooled: grabbing those flags can be much nunc difficult than expected

Fraternity Update
By: Oswald Gibbons (and Sam Currin)

Oh, I thought you said Alabama
football. Well anyways, I think
it's our year. Brodie's healthy,
and although we lost Prothro, I

think we have what it takes to step
up and win the SEC. if not the
National Championship." Local
twink Stuart Davis, a member of
Chi Psi. thinks that IM football
is "great. But I don't really play.

Under the leadership of the man.
the myth, the legend. Carter
Thurman, I think we have a good
chance at the title."

IM football is ultimately about
friendship, though. I'm of the

opinion that what happens on the

field stays on the field, and that

friendship will overcome. A story

if you will:

Allen Wood and Clark Menge,
sophomore roommates in Trez.

K .,
woke UP Sunday October 21 with a

ha72z:
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the desire to p,ay in the KA -phi »* - -that afternoon For Clark, it was heartburn from the foot-long chili dog the nightb fore, and a httle bit of shame from sleeping in his clothes. However, on thatday, their relationship as roommates had to be temporarily put aside. The story

goes deeper. Walking to the field together, Allen and Clark are separated by theu
obligation to sit with their teams, teams which share fraternal bonds, but perhaps
not one as strong as the friendship between our two roommates. As the game
progressed into what ultimately would be a tie, the animosity growing more andmore heated due to the barbarism of the players, Clark and Allen were unfazed
by their temporary rivalry because they knew that whoever won the aame Trez
222 would be victorious. That is the spirit of IM football, and as they walked off
the field, congratulating the players on their valiant game, you couldn't help but
think, it really is only a game (that's what losers like Clark and Allen think For
everyone else, IM football is life, and most people will bite, gouge eyes gnash
teeth. k,ck shins, give wet willies, and do almost anything else in order to win I

Howdy friends and

brethren. Just going

to give ya'll a little

fraternal update

on the good old

domain. It seems

that there is quite

a lot of activity

going on among us

Greeks. A few of the

"frats" on campus

are in trouble

(shame on you ) and

that means that it

is going to open
higure 1: Oswald Gibbons. President. Secretary, Historian, and up tne possibility

one of Kvo members ofAlpha Alpha Alpha Fraternity of parties at A]pha

Alpha Alpha.
We are having our annual Thanksgiving forefathers Tofurkey roast

next weekend. In honor of our vegetarian forefathers, every Thanksgiving AAA
has our Tofurkey formal (brother Sneed came up with that catchy title), and it

promises to be a big bash. Fellow Alpha Alpha Alpha Carlson Sneed and myself
will be chowing down on Tofurkey sandwiches, Tofurkey and Cranberry Jelly,

and Tofurkey dressing, while grooving with our dates to the hot sounds of Harry
Connick Jr. and Celine Dion (bootleg show that I borrowed from social affiliate

Matt McCall). Last year's Torfurkey formal was a hit, with two other prospective

members, both of whom declined bids after becoming sick from the Tofurkey
(they didn't have what it takes to be Alpha Alpha Alpha anyway if they can't keep
down a Tofurkey on Rye). The highlight of last years formal was when brother

Sneed and I did a choreographed robot dance to a mix tape that the bartender had
brought. Good times!

Now I know that Alpha Alpha Alpha is not the only fraternity on campus (although

sometimes I feel like it is every Tuesday night during our weekly Jeopardy night

rush events). There is more news to report. Phi Delta Theta has gone local! That
means that they can drink on their lawn. Good for them. I remember when Alpha
Alpha Alpha went local in 1984 because nationals wouldn't pay for our Atari

team to go to Germany for the International Atari Championships. It was really

quite scandalous, but I think going local was the best thing that ever happened

to us. With the weather getting really cold, we should look to the Phi Society lor
some happening lawn parties (where people will go for 30 minutes and then book
it to AAA for musical chairs and space heaters)

SAE is still going strong, basically running the school (although I must say thai
AAA's alumni, although perhaps not the wealthiest or most powerful, do have
the highest average GPA and the lowest marriage rate. We're swinging bachelors
and we know what's up!). We should look forward to a Ion- winter of dirty dai
parties and 80's bands. Long live the Golden Lion and hi tun-naturcd
personality! AAA's fraternal animal is the flying squirrel, and we like to think that
his cunning and ability to penetrate houses via chimney represents AAA pretty
well.

Lambda Chi,

Beta, and Fiji still

run Mitchell Ave.

with a vengeance. It

truly is a block party

when these three

frats combine their

forces. I've always

pictured Bacchus

making trips up

and down Mitchell

Ave dropping

people off at one

of the three places

and then reversing

back to pick people

up and take them

somewhere else.

Brother Carlson

Sneed calls Mitchell Ave. Lambdabetaji, which is a combination of all three

fraternities. He's a trip, that Carlson is. One night he turned up my electric blanket
to ten while I was in the shower, and when I got in bed, I was real hot and said,

"Hey Carlson, is it hot in here?" and then he said, "Yeah Ozzie (that's what the

calls me, like Ozzy Osbourne), I'd say that it was a ten on the hot scale." He got
me with that one.

The Kappa Alpha Order (sometimes just referred to as "The Order") and Chi
Psi are both off campus for violations of (Continued on page 4)

Figure 2: Carlson Sneed "the Sneedster" and Myselfhaving a
"gobbling " good time at last year 's Tofurkeyformal
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Fraternity Update
(Continuedfrom page 3) .

the social host guidelines. Dean Loyd informed me that "examples of [social host]

guidelines include: trash in any part of the yard after 7 a.m.. noise violations after

designated hours, unauthorized parties, failure to close a party at a designated time,

and ID checkers inadequately checking for identification." Fraternities are given

two violations before they are fined and lose their social privileges for 6 weeks.

Chi Psi regains these privileges November 28, 2005. That gives Deke total reign

over the fraternal area near Lake Trez. KA is off campus for multiple violation^

They have had parties

without permits, glass

bottle incidents, and trash

violations. They get back

on campus next semester.

I've never understood

the trash violation.

although this could be

because I was diagnosed

with extreme obsessive

compulsive disorder at an

early age and everything

in my room has a specific

place. I guess we've had

instances where there

were acorns in the yard,

but I don't think that AAA house has ever really been "dirty." Also, since our

stereo is an antique and its volume only goes to 6 (I've heard that KA's stereo

goes to 1 1 !), it's pretty difficult for us to get noise violations.

"
It's difficult to enforce rules concerning the social host guidelines, and I know

that there have been instances when the AAA house has been packed (8-11

people), and we've had to really motivate the people to leave and/or cleanup in

order to avoid repurcussions. I would encourage you all to respect the fraternities

where you party and to realize that they can get kicked off campus quicker than

the Sneedster at an economics tutor session. At any rate, AAA is now incident

free for 19 years and going strong. I hope that yaTl will come by the AAA house

and see the Sneedster and myself sometime. We'll have a lot ofTofurkey left over

come December I* and everyone (including all you ladies) is welcome to drop

by and snag some Tofurkey and see if you can take down the Sneedster in some

Jeopardy one-on-one action.

Tyler Bodine: Rugby Mascot
By Ashley Gallman

The chivalrous, brotherly knights of the Kappa Alpha

Order will have r<> wait until next semester to entertain
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Sewanee Rugby has increased

in both popularity and skill

over the last couple of years,

beating every team they have

played this season except UT.

However, despite the rising

number of fans screaming

for the Purple Haze along the

sidelines, Sewanee Rugby is

still without the accoutrements

that are so often associated

with other sports. There are

no bubbly cheerleaders, no

marching band with its huge

fuzzy hats, and their goal posts

are made of simple PVC pipe

on a small intramural field. For

such a great team, the Purple

Haze receives few perks, and in

the last year or so, a certain fan

has nobly stepped forward to fill

this void. This fan is the infamous Tyler

Bodine: Rugby cheerleader, marching

band, mascot, and that obnoxious

heckler all rolled into one. With just

his big hair, his clever quips about

the opposing team, and some random

instrument, Tyler manages to raise the

spirit of the fans to a roaring level, and

when he doesn't accidentally get in the

way of the game, give the team praise

and encouragement.

Tyler began his career as Rugby

mascot on a lark. He recalls, "Cuthbert

Hutton and Matt Greenwood are both

players and they are my best friends,

so it only made sense to... I just kinda

assumed the position." His desire

to support his friends led him to the

intramural fields, and he has seldom left

since: "I don't make it to every game,

but I try." Thus, Tyler began simply

as a fan on the sidelines, but as his

ardor heightened, he knew he must do

something to further show his love of

the Haze. His solution? A harmonica.

And oh how that harmonica became

infamous. Tyler began running up and

down the sidelines, alternating between

musical riffs and "friendly comments

to the opposing team." However, the

harmonica soon became cumbersome,

and Tyler started to search for an

even better way to fulfill his quest for

greater spirit and belligerence from the

fans. Then he discovered the banjo:

"This year I stepped it up a notch. The

banjo frees my mouth for belligerent

cheering." Now he could play inspiring

music and cheer at the same time. He

had found the ideal situation.

With all musical details settled,

Tyler now has his routine down,

running across the field with the team

and only pausing to turn to the fans and

yell, "Saturday's a Rugby day!" To

which the fans yell back in kind, and

Tyler asks, "Are you happy?" which

receives a resounding, "You bet your

ass we are!" He manages to work the

Tyler Bodine, Rugby super-fan

fans into a frenzy, even accruing a small

posse that at the most intense moments

of the game follow him up and down

the sidelines. His role does not end,

though, at stirring up fan enthusiasm.

He also attends to the opposing team,

assuring they feel welcome with certain

"encouraging comments." At the game

against Vanderbilt a couple weeks ago,

he was kind enough to take advantage

of a pause in the game to lean in toward

the opposing players to play the familiar

notes of "Dueling Banjos" and ask,

"Hey Vanderbilt, have you ever seen

Deliverance!" However, his chorus

for the game will go down in history:

"Cornelius Vanderbilt is a wanker!" He

even got the fans involved in coming

up with other nouns that may describe

the prowess of Vanderbilt 's founder.

When asked the cause behind these

comments, Tyler simply responds,

"Hey, if my school was started by

Vanderbilt, I would probably suck

too."

Such wise words are how he has

managed to raise greater and greater

support for the Purple Haze, and

although they sometimes have to

rein in his excitement, the team has a

great fondness for their curly-haired

loudmouth. Player Nik Adams praises

him: "Tyler is the unofficial mascot of

the Sewanee Rugby Club, and we all

love the work that he does with the

banjo on the sidelines. We also want

him to keep up the good work!" For

many, Rugby just wouldn't be the same

without the twang of Tyler's banjo and

the encouraging cheers he elicits from

the crowd. Really, who needs some

plush mascot, when you can have Tyler

Bodine, a real man with a real passion

for his team? Saturday's a Rugby day!
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PoflceBlotter
By Mitchell Robinson

Coming off another successful Homecoming/Fall Party Weekend, the Chiefand his trusty staff were pleased with how the masses managed themselves
As can be expected, the Sewanee Police Station was flooded with reports of
underage alcohol consumption from the many guests and visitors that inhabited
the mountain throughout the weekend. Yet, the Chief was quick to add "Most
everyone else managed not to embarrass themselves." Well mostly everyone
It seems a new coed society has formed, one that surprisingly doesn't congregate
around alcohol, but rather a different form of bonding: football. Yes it is true-
these vigilantes were reported to have struck up a rousing game of pigskin thai
Saturday night on the University Football field, while the rest of the Sewanee
community lay sound asleep. The Police were astounded at how serious these
individuals took their activity. Rather than letting their Homecoming costumes
and regalia slow them down, these determined competitors sought optimum
athletic capacity, playing in the buff just as the ancient Greek Olympiads once
did. As the Police approached the scene, a pursuit ensued as both male and
female fled on foot to the cover of nearby woods. Though none of the assailants
were apprehended by the Police, at least two of the football players left their
wallets behind. Despite the absentmindedness in leaving this incriminating
evidence, we here at the Purple commend these traditionalists in their effo.ts*
and wish their society success in future endeavors.
One male alumnus was so enthralled at being back on campus that he decided

to spend his evening sleeping under the stars and reuniting with Sewanee's
fantastic nature. The Police came across the man sound asleep along the roadside
near the Women's Center. Though his true intentions are still unknown, it seems
the individual's long absence from Sewanee left him confused as to the notion
and dictum of a women's center. Nevertheless, it doesn't appear the person
succeeded in whatever his attempt was.

A second anonymous alumnus was reportedly 'punked' and consequently
received a broken nose from a guest at the Chi Psi lodge who referred to himself
as Chand Tyagi. Astonished that his presence was no longer wanted at the
fraternity lodge, the boisterous alumnus, in now bloodied attire, proceeded to
repeatedly dial 91

1 in hopes of achieving something (though nobody is quite sure
what that was). While the details of the phone conversations were not disclosed,
the police, upon arriving at the scene, promptly arrested the humiliated alumnus
and no one has heard from the enigmatic Chand TVagi since.

With winter's bitter grip already rankling us early this autumn, I remind you all

to take heed of our nudist athletes' actions. Get outside and enjoy the fall before
it's gone. As the Chief and I can both ascertain, mischief isn't made by itself. It

takes you, blotter buffs; you chaos fanatics, aficionados of naughtiness blowing
in the idiot wind. Your tomfoolery is my inspiration. Strive for excellence
in each of your daily calamities, and maybe the Chief and his workforce will

witness enough for me to account, blotter style.

Attack Through C-Student
By Katherine Burke

Dear Sewanee,

I am writing in response to the

college-wide email sent on October
25th that was an ungrounded and
undeserved attack on my character
and the University of Dreams. While
I would like to point out that the author
did not make the effort to contact me
or attend the information session to

gather reliable facts about the program,
my goal is not to return the aggression
targeted towards me; I would simply
like to clear up the false information

put forth by this email. Firstly,

participants in the program do not

buy their internships, nor will future

employers have any reason to believe

that they did so. The program tuition

includes room & board, transportation,

excursions, educational seminars,

staffing, and organization fees. To say

that the University of Dreams is an

organization "whose motives are far

[more] grounded in the money they will

get, than in what kind of experience

you will have in your internship" is

entirely untrue. Once you calculate the

amount of money it costs to live in the

center of Chicago, New York City, Los
Angeles or London for eight weeks,

there is not that much money left over.

When you consider the funds needed

to facilitate excursions, seminars and

transportation, there is even less. Not

to mention the money needed to pay

the program's staff, who meet with you
and your employers regularly to make
sure that you have the best internship

experience possible. Moreover,

the entire basis and teaching of this

program lies in the creator's belief that

people should not take jobs based on the

amount of money they can accumulate.

LARRY'S ARMY/NAVY
SURPLUS STORE

LocatedonHwy41s
Next to Summerfield
Market, on the road

To Tracy City

*5 Minutesfrom I-24

Genuine New & Used

Military Surplus! GI Issues

Polypropylene Thermals

Owner: Larry Cottrell

Open 7 Days
Mon-Sat 9:00-5:00

Sun 11:00-4:00

Monteagle, Tenn.

931-924-2544

Instead, Eric Lochtefeld encourages
the participants to pursue jobs
involving something they love because
passion for their work will lead them
to happiness and success. Lochtefeld
actually lost everything he had. several
times, to support the program and
spread his non-materialistic message.
The financial support of his best friend
and cousin was the only reason that the

company survived to its present state.

After his cousin's death in 2003, Eric

created a foundation in her name and
designated a large sum of the program's
profits for grants and scholarships that

are available to University of Dreams
Alumni. Also, the University of
Dreams began as a paid-internship

program, but when this design failed.

Lochtefeld had to revise the system.

In regard to my "Conflict of Interest."

my position as Campus Representative

does not guarantee that my tuition will

be reimbursed. Although I do get a

small portion of the tuition if a student

chooses to enroll, the paltry profit that I

am likely to make from an institution of

this size is not the principal reason that I

accepted this position. I would compare
my situation to that of a Sewanee senior

interviewer. Although they are paid for

their role in the recruitment process,

they are also very fond of this school

and would encourage others to share

their positive experience. Another

factor that motivated me to take this

job is that Campus Representatives get

to participate in the program again with

no charge. Since I had a wonderful

experience with the University of

Dreams, I jumped at the chance to

partake in the program again. Lastly, I

would like to clarify that I never made
any reference to Career Services in

my promotional efforts

and that, while Career

Services does not endorse

the University of Dreams,

they do not sponsor any

outside programs. To

conclude this editorial, I

will ask the student body

to consider the same quote

which brought the mass

email in question to a

close: "Conscience docs

not abide by majority-

rule." It is absolutely

unacceptable that a student

use college-wide emails

to convince others of his

biased opinions about a

specific person's motives

or activities. While this

personal attack isextremely

humiliating, when the

information is not based in

fact, it is also illegal. I'm

not saying that the victims

should file law suits; I'm

just suggesting that when

you have a problem with

something, you might

want to approach the

source before you convert

the majority.
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Hurricane Outreach Reflections

Invitation to Reach Out, Reach Within
By Robert Smith

Ever since Hurricane Katrina slammed

into the Gulf Coast on August 29th, I have

felt a call to respond, yet helplessness

juxtaposed itself with a deep yearning to

serve, a feeling I imagine many of you

have experienced in wake of the disaster.

Around twenty-five students, faculty,

and community members arrived at

an Episcopal elementary school the

Saturday morning o\ Fall Break in order

to meet not only our desire but also the

Mississippi coast's need. Sleeping on

cots in the school's gym. representatives

from thirty-eight states have served in

this center since the hurricane struck the

coast, with around 150 volunteers joining

us for the extended weekend. People

have come here offering sacrifices from

their own lives so that others may have

life.

Just outside the elementary school, a

plethora of donated food, clothing, and

supplies awaited those in need, with a

sign over the tent reading. "Take what

you need. Remember that your neighbor

is right behind you. God bless you." The

center, created and run by the Lutheran/

Episcopal Disaster Relief organization,

also provided free medical care, as well

as psychiatric help. But most of all. the

center awarded opportunities for the

volunteers to listen, to care, and to offer

a hand to those who had seemingly lost

everything in their lives.

For the initial two days of the trip, our

group worked in Waveland, Mississippi,

sometimes merely a stone's throw from

the coast from which the fury had come only months ago. Armed with latex and
cloth gloves, eye goggles, breathing masks, and our "Wally-mart" rubber boots,

our group served. Our work detailed cleaning up the scraps that once comprised
someone's home, shoveling silt from garages, as well as gutting the insides of

several houses. We gave people opportunities to rebuild their lives.

In some places, total devastation greeted us. Neighborhoods, as far as the eye
could see, had been laid utterly flat by the awesome power of the storm. We
saw clothing, children's toys, and other (Continued on page 7)

Neighbors in Need
By Chris Purdy

•

Sewanee Community Members filled the BC halls with donations

When you think of the beach, what images

first come to mind? Smooth sand, clear

water, people cycling down a boardwalk.

and houses with front porches built for

memorable views (yes, I realize that one

is a bit corny, but come on, you thought of

it too)? The beaches in Bay St. Louis and

Waveland, MS once looked like this too.

Now much of the boardwalk is covered in

sand, pieces of displaced house frames are

lodged in the edge of the water, and concrete

slabs lay cracked where homes once sat.

Over fall break, 16 students led by Doug
Cameron, Tom Howick, Richard Kipp, Bill

Mauzy, and Dr. Kirk Zigler went down to the

Mississippi Gulf Coast to offer their time,

strength, and talents in the relief effort. The

beach we visited our first morning there, as

described above, awakened us to the reality

of a post-Katrina world. Biology Professor

Zigler said ofour first drive. "When we came
across the railroad tracks and headed for the

water, it felt unreal, like we had entered

some sort of a ghost town. Our van went

silent from the shock of it. We drove down
normal city streets, but for block after block

nothing remained of the homes that had been

there. Hardly even any rubble- the houses

had been destroyed and completely carried

away by the storm." As we got closer to the

coast, we saw abandoned cars overturned in

embankments, caked with mud. Lines of

completely uprooted trees had created new

fields, and almost every business besides

gas stations had yet to reopen.

After a short driving tour, we began our

work, which consisted mostly of demolition.

With the unbelievably high storm surge, water damage ruined houses set miles

back from the coast in neighborhoods where usually only wind causes damage.

Many of these houses had to be "mucked out" as Tom Howick described it. Up
to eight inches of deposited sediment remained on the floors of houses, and
with closed doors and windows, mold spores formed far beyond the height of

the waterline. Using snow shovels, we carried the putrid, e. coli infested mud
out in wheelbarrows for around two hours at each house. Then we removed
the remaining furniture, made all the heavier by the water. Finally, we ripped

down the drywall with crowbars and pulled out

the insulation, leaving only the frame and outer

paneling on houses that people recently lived in.

Gutting and mucking a one-story house took our

twenty some-person team the better part of a day,

and in the course of our visit, we helped clear out

five homes around the area.

Usually, outreach trips are for the purpose of

construction, not demolition. Freshmen Arden

Grady found this situation odd, commenting,

"I think the most difficult part of the trip for me
was accepting that what we were doing-tearing

down dry wall and insulation and throwing

away someone else' possessions- was not only

permissible but even necessary. I had to come to

terms with the understanding that destruction was

a part of the rebuilding process." Doing so with

the homeowner standing right there made it feel

even more awkward.

At various points during the trip, some members
of our team stayed at Coast Episcopal School to

do other work. Joe Pero and Lo DiFiore helped

unload and deliver supplies to the 1,600 people

that come through the camp every day, while

EMT Holly Zafian worked in the medical tent.

Encountering many more residents than those of

Dixon Myers supervises as water and other supplies are packed into trucks
(Continued on page 7)



Hurricane Outreach Reflections

This parking lot in Diamondhead, Mississippi greeted incoming Sewanee students

Neighbors
(Continuedfrom page 6)

Invitation to Reach Out
(Continuedfrom page 6)

us working demolition crew, Holly

states, "After working in the clinic

for a few hours and seeing maybe 25
or 30 patients, it became apparent that

exhaustion has taken over. It isn't only

the physical exhaustion of mucking out

houses in the hot sun, but the mental

exhaustion of corralling antsy children

who only restarted school a week ago,

keeping up with elderly relatives, and

dealing with unsympathetic insurance

agencies. The general need was for

prescription refills with the side note

that their doctor was no longer around.

The dust from the mud the flood left

behind is beginning to irritate the

asthmatics and stress levels are pretty

high."

On the Sunday we were down
there, we attended a service at Christ

Episcopal Church of Bay St. Louis,

where a former Sewanee alum has just

accepted the position of Priest. Set on

a beachfront lot, the hurricane swept

away nearly the whole church. They
held the service under a tent in what

was the parking lot. The only remains

of the structure (save the concrete slab

of the foundation) are the bell tower

and the steeple atop it. With shredded

trees and debris all around, Jason Box
remembers this haunting sight saying,

"It was amazing that everything on
the whole block could be destroyed,

yet there was this one, undeniable

symbol of God still standing." After

this service midway through our work,

we all began to realize how much our

presence meant to residents. One
homeowner explained to us that many
people would not receive adequate

insurance money for damage to their

houses because the storm surge caused

much of the damage, not wind. (Only

flood insurance can cover this damage).

At the end of the day, he estimated that

our work had saved him around eight-

thousand dollars and we were only in

the demolition phase of rebuilding.

While quantifying our work helped me
feel as though I had done something

rewarding, Holly observed more

poignantly, "People are so tired there,

a wave of relief warms over them

simply to see that people do care and

want to help make their lives easier.

There is so much work to do. Go on

the next outreach trip and organize

your friends to donate needed items.

It will be months, if not years before

the Gulf Coast is cleaned up. Go on

vacation with your friends next year,

our neighbors need us now."

various household remnants strewn

thirty feet high in the few remaining

trees. Surrealism overcame me as I

discovered in one home a piece of

paper that said "Dad's phone number"

on it, as we tore apart another family's

kitchen, and as we gathered an elderly

couple's pictures in the rubble of

their home. This easily could be my
home, my memories. This easily

could be your home, your memories. I

wondered what thousands of people in

Mississippi had to live for.

Amidst the waves of destruction and

desperation, an ocean of faith, hope, and

love surround this coastal community.

Working at the center on our last full

day, I was able to interact with the

victims. I befriended hope, joy. and

heartfelt thankfulness in the eyes of the

survivors. What impressed me most

on the trip were my encounters with a

freely giving love, a love that restores

life from death.

The trip to Mississippi enriched my
heart in many ways, but I was especially

reminded of the one thing that matters

to me above anything else in this world.

As Hurricane Katrina revealed to

Americans, we cannot always control

life's circumstances. Yet for the

survivors on the gulf coast, there was

something that the hurricane could not

take from them. Is there anything in

your life that can never be taken from

you? Perhaps more pertinently, would

you like there to be?

I have discovered that in serving

others, I rind myself. In reaching out,

inherently there is also an aspect of

reaching and searching within your

own heart. So I encourage you to

reach out-and reach within-and let the

search begin. Just as life continues in

Mississippi, in this search you too may
discover life.

For information on how YOU can help with

Hurricane Katrina and other Outreach efforts,

contact Dixon Myers at extension 1156, or

email dmyers@sewanee.edu.

Pick up an application for the Spring Break

trip to the GulfCoast in the Outreach Office.
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"Restaurant95

By Sarah Stacpoole

Past the Chinese Buffet and Mountain Top is a quirky little truck stop named Restaurant, aptly located next to the fueling station called "Gas." Although I am a

senior at Sewanee I only recently learned of Restaurant one Sunday morning when my girlfriends and I were forced to look elsewhere after arnving at an overly

packed Waffle House I'm not even sure how we discovered Restaurant (or how we hadn't discovered it until then), but there it was like a big, greasy, happy trucker-

Buddha beckoning to show us Zen gardens raked with golden hash browns, specks of shredded onion glistening in the yellow rays of melted cheese.

Although I've been a long devoted aficionado of Waffle House, the food at Restaurant was outstanding (and, if you can believe it. cheaper). Granted, it s much

harder to°screw up that kind of food than not. but I've seriously never had such amazing hash browns in my life, and this includes my Arkansas Granny's cooking

every summer The menu is large, the servings are larger, breakfast is served at all times, and if you want to give your arteries a break, there is also a well-stocked

salad bar Better yet as our friendly waitress told us, "Restaurant is open 24-hours a day, seven days a week. We're open on all holidays, even Chnstmas. We

didn't even close when the owner died." Plus, unlike Waffle House on any given weekend morning. Restaurant has plenty of room inside to accommodate its hungry

^addition to wonderful food. Restaurant's interior is it's own testament to greatness. All along the walls are framed pictures of semi trucks, truckers, truckers

with their semi trucks etcetera. My personal favorite was neatly framed photograph of a truck called "Fast Eddie." At least I assume that was the name of the truck

since "Fast Eddie" was typed in large bold italics above the truck in the picture, but it might have just been the photographer's signature. Another wall in Restaurant

features signed headshots of various actors, singers, and other famous people who I'm guessing have graced Restaurant with their presence. There are quite a lot of

them but Uie only one I could remember was a goofy-looking picture of Ronnie Milsap with a heavily-gelled attempt at an Afro. I actually didn't know who Ronnie

Milsap was but I Googled his name and discovered that he is a blind Grammy-winning country singer. He actually sounds pretty impressive. While I didn t see

anythins on his website that specifically mentioned Restaurant, it did mention that his favorite food is a sloppy hot dog with plenty of mustard, onions and hot chili.

I'm not sure if Restaurant features such a hot dog on their menu or not, but considering I doubt they have a menu in Braille, Ronnie Milsap probably went ahead and

asked for his hot dog anyway. And Restaurant probably made one for him. And I bet it was delicious.

Tubby 's Gets a New Look
By Michelle Russell

Come check out what's new at Tubby s...Tubby 's renovations and menu changes

are a reflection of new co-owner Ron Engler's passion for food. Raised around

great food most of his life, New Yorker Ron always wanted to own a restaurant but

never found one he "fell in love with" until he visited Tubby 's this past Spring. "I

w as here looking for a land investment and after a long day I asked where I could

go have a beer.. .they told me Tubby 's and the rest is history. I wanted to buy in

then but Michelle is pretty headstrong, it took me awhile to earn her trust... I think

Tubby 's is one of the coolest places I have ever been to. I hope to help it grow to

be what it should be." Engler has recently purchased another business in South

Florida, so his time will be split between the two but looks forward to dishing up

some of his favorite recipes when in town. "I love to cook and I love to see people

eat.. .that is what makes me happy," affirmed Engler.

Tubby 's will still feature great local, regional and international flavored music

as well as keeping up the Open Mic tradition that has made Tubby 's a favorite

among local musicians and those just "stopping in" between gigs. The Mountain

Music Mafia booking service is also available for those who need great bands at

great prices. Last minute bookings, no problem.

I.M. Russell

Proprietory Tubby's Music Club & Bistro

335 W. Main St.

Monteagle, TN 37356

931-924-TUBS (8827)

info@tubbysmusicclub.com

www.tubbysmusicclub.com

r<*x

Specials of the Week

Tuesdays - $1 off Salads
Wednesdays - $i off Oell

Thursdays - $i off Sandwiches
Fridays - $1 off Grill

Saturdays - $1 off Wraps
Sundays - $i off entire Menu

Happy Hour 4-6pm
25 oant Wings
$1,»2,|3Bttr

2nd Annual
"Fright Night at Tubb/t"

Saturday, Oot 29 Bpm-1am
Shane Worlay Open Jam
All Musicians Welcome
Bast Costume Prizes

Individual & Couple

Tubby* Muslo Club A Bistro

336 W. Main St.

MontoacHo, TN 37366
031-024-3327

www.tubbytmutloolub.oom
Food Tu-8at 10:90«m-0pm, Sun 11«m-8pm
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Donor's Dismay
By The McClurg Familv Ghn*t •/

Dawn breaks on the Mountain with the force of a tray being dropped between
the salad bar and the stir fry line, banishing the veil of slumber from my eyes and
heartily yanking me from my century-long reveries. They have been troubling of
late, riddled with cries of anguish and frustration cutting through the mists of my

sleep-addled thoughts like bursts of Marvin Gaye coming through the AM/FM
white noise, SONARing my full attention to the offending synaptic ramblings.

My brain's TiVo flashes the visions up on my mental projection screen, replaying

the countless monstrosities of food preparation and culinary travesties.

Wandering vicariously through the cavernous atrium of food, wafts of
unspeakable odors challenge my nose's stomach, daring it to turn, or flip, or stay

still. The smells alone are enough to drop a hippo. I peek behind the pasta line,

surveying the bags and bags of already stale noodles and the pails of tomato sauce,

all prepped to be watered down. The leftover beans and corn from the previous

night's quesadillas serve as evidence to the menu board's claim of "Mexican

Pasta. Mmm, leftover ingredients.
. . There's the bucket of grease next to the

pizza oven, all set to be added to the finished products. The grill line Burnt
burgers and nasty hot dogs, encrusted with dried grease and the remains of the
omelettes from breakfast. With the hot dogs, you can even see the pseudo-meat^ E used to connect one link with the other. All the add-ons

stuck together from weeks of being taken in and out of the
same fridge, never leaving the containers, protected only
with a thin layer of cellophane and a prayer. The lettuce is

brown at the edges, the tomatoes disgustingly pulpy in the
middle, the individual pieces of American cheese fused
into one big block, and the onions, to say the least, are/or
from Vidalia-quality. The condiments are the worst, dried
and encrusted to the tip of the faucet/applicator, clogging
the entire thing up and triggering the medial hypothalamus
simultaneously. You couldn't possibly be hungry anymore,
and I haven't even covered the home line yet. Or the stir

fry. Or, even more specifically, the meatball/noodle combo
with gravy scientifically tailored to approximate the shade
of gray proven to emotionally enhance the melancholic

depression of another consecutive week of Sevvanee fog.

Then there's the nominal "ruler" of this hall of hell: a short,

squat, unpleasant fellow with an "Aramark" name tag.

Like the similar creature from "Three Billy Goats Gruff,"

he always seems to be turning people away, playing the

role of guardian of the Mcclurg fortress: intercepting an

obviously unruly student from entering through the side

door or rebuffing a group at the front door for tailing

to have their SewaneelD cards. His very aura radiates

karmic imbalance and requires revulsion in even the best-

intentioned shades. His presence, unquestionably, is what

woke me up; I was looking forward to another good 300
years worth of sleep prior to the presumptions of this "Aramark" troll. Even now,
the grumbling footsteps of student after student trekking despondently away from
the "dining hall" were stimulating the appropriate supernatural sensory apparati:

curses hurled with the angst of hunger pains and the half-life of sycophantic

comment cards compel me to plunge once more back into that "mortal coil" and

de-tarnish my legacy. No longer shall students curse the name of my family as a

result of below-par service, food, and character!

In other words, people, I'm pissed. And you don't want to screw with the

pissed-off ghost of a prominent donor.

Notice: The Sewanee Purple is Hiring

New Staff for Next Semeter

Job Openings:

Editor-in-Chief:

This position demands a great

deal of time and energy. You

must manage the staff and the

workings of the paper, ensuring

that deadlines are met and articles,

advertisements, and pictures are

prepared for each issue. You

must be responsible and able to

communicate, plan, and adapt;

most importantly, you must be

good with people. Strong writing

skills are also necessary, as well as

the ability to learn, use, and teach

Adobe InDesign.

Copy/Layout Editor:

Responsible for editing articles

and then laying them out in Adobe

InDesign. Must have strong

editorial skills and keen eye for

typos and grammatical mistakes.

Most work occurs on Tuesday

and Wednesday afternoons and

evenings.

Section Editor/Staff Writer:

Responsible for contributing

three articles each issue, soliciting

articles, making sure that all of

your writers meet deadlines,

and editing contributed articles.

You are also expected to write

an article for each issue. If your

writers do not meet deadlines,

it will be your responsibility to

complete the story or to find a new

writer to fill in. Must have strong

writing skills and be willing to

work with the rest of the editorial

staff to generate new ideas for The

Purple .

Business/Subscription Editor:

Solicits and handles advertising

contracts, while recording new

subscribers into a database each

week. Must have access to a car,

be well organized, and good with

people.

Payment:

$5.75 per hour.

Perks:

The Purple Office, located on the

third floor of the BC, is always

open to the staff for studying or

lounging. It is equipped with new

computers, overstuffed couches,

fridges, a stereo, and lots of

college fluff. It's a flight of stairs

away from the Pub, which has free

coffee, and importantly, it's not

the library. It will be your office.

Plus, working for The Purple is

one of the highest paying, most

fun jobs on the mountain, and it

looks stellar on your resume.

To apply:

Send a brief writing sample and

any relevant information about

yourself (e.g. I'm an English

major, or I'm a writing tutor) to

spurple(S).sewanee.edu . Besides

the ability to write and edit, The

Purple is looking for those who

demonstrate creativity, leadership,

and energy.

The Purple will train new staff this

semester, who will then work with

this semester's staff to put out the

final issue on Nov. 18 ,h
.

Sewanee Crew Takes

Off: Places High in

Chattanooga Regatta
By Patrick Byrne

I was innocently playing racquetball the other day

when I noticed four guys repositioning the rowing

machines in a straight line. Intrigued, I allowed

myself to lose another point in my game to watch

these guys begin their workout. If you are from the

depths of Alabama like I am and have no idea what

I'm talking about, have no fear, it's crew.

On Saturday, October 22, the Sewanee Crew Team

traveled to Knoxville, Tennessee, to participate

in the team's first 5000-meter regatta. With over

250 individuals participating from 34 different

organizations, Sewanee had two crews place in the

top five for their event. The men placed fourth in

the College Novice division and the women placed

fourth in the College Novice division as well. First

year Coach Donnie Jones said, "Although I am new

to Sewanee, I am excited about being a part of a great

University with great traditions. Congratulations

to all Sewanee Crew members for an outstanding

effort during our first seasonal regatta."

Come and show your Tiger support during the

next event in Chattanooga, Tennessee this Saturday.

Nov. 5. The regatta results and crew names will be

posted at the B.C. and the Fowler Center.
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The Dalai Lama of White Tails and his young squire

You're Never Going to Catch Me!
byA White Tailed Deer (andSam Currin)

Well, it's that time of year again. It's cold, rainy, foggy, depressing, and I bet all of you are getting excited for THE NBA!!! Oh, just kidding I'm too goodEveryone knows that nobody likes the NBA. What I mean, to say was that all ofyou are excited about deer season. You wake up early, drink some coffee, spray some
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Not this year, amigos. No sir. This deer is twenty years old and in his
PRIME! You are never going to catch this one. I know all ofyou big burly

|

hunting guys get pumped up for the season by watching Bambi, and we
all know how it ends. OH NO! Bambi's parents got shot. Well, if you
don't know it already, Bambi's parents were stupid. They were stupid for
starring in a Disney movie about a young animal (everyone knows how
that story goes: young animal, finds other young animal friends, sings
songs, parents killed by hunters, grows up but has to challenge his evil
uncle in a battle of cunning and strength, and then inherits and rules the
pride justly into his old age before returning for a sequel in which roughly
the same thing happens but more animals are befriended and they have to
find somebody else to do the soundtrack because Elton John is too savvy
of a businessman). This deer is much smarter than that. Not only have I

evaded hunters for more than a decade, but I also know all of your tricks.
I will not be tempted by any foodstuffs into open areas where you fools,

cowering in some camouflaged hideout, await my ambush. I have seen too
many of my buck-friends shot dead in front of me over a taste of barley.
No sir. You are never going to bring down this trophy. I have willpower.
I am the Dalai Lama of whitetails. I am also extremely carnivorous. I eat
mostly bears and freshman that live in sub-free housing (the equivalent of
organic food). That's part of the reason that I have gained such an immense

weighing program. My blood runs purple, and 1 know most ofyou wou,d kill me tomJZ£$ZfiS^^ " *" ' " ^ "*^^ ^"^

Code and do so on a regular basis. They are also very attention-deficit and therefore must always
be moving. I befriended them 10 years ago whenl found a chestnut tree that had an endless supply
of chestnuts.

I remember last year when I was bear-hunting in the spring out near Franklin County Forest I
came up on a Forestry class that was doing a sutvey lab. Dr. Torreano was leading it (I love Dr. T I
taught his kid how to tie his shoes a few years back). I came bounding through the woods doing my
grant thing (I m talking to Swishahouse records nght now about a single) and scared the "squirrel
nuts (that's an old saying among us deer) out of this one kid. It really made my dav and ruined
his trousers^ However. Dr. Torreano hasn't really talked to me lately. 1 never pictured nim as a guy
to hold grudges, but I think he'll come around when I show him an old growth stand that nobodyknows about that is also home to the largest Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) in the world
But seriously though, ya'll are never going to catch me because I'm too smart. I see you in your

sleep I walk through the forest like the wind. I'm so quiet that sometimes I don't even realize that
.
m OWWWWWWWWWWWWWWW... You BASTARD!! That's an arrow in the hip' OUCH f

That s not going(to kill me. You are a terrible shot!! Good LORD that hurts! That's going to take awhile to heaf I hate you for that. You must be drunk to m,ss a shot like that. I guess I'll fust boundaway DANG that STINGS-!! Yeah, go ahead, follow my blood trail, I'll tel, you exactly where ,1
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For a moment the door framed his body. His Lacos.e
shirt effortlessly cascaded down his torso, gently
teasing the 'flags of the confederacy' belt that fastened

Th rt^ WUh SUCh a" earnest determination.
The light reflected off his Costas yet I could not turnaway. „ fi„ed my eyes^ so many^ co|ored
Polos. Thence, with one glorious - nay, majestic
swoop, the light was blocked by a simple flick of his
shaggy brown hair... and there was much rejoicing
For now my eyes fell upon those glorious words that
adorned h.s breast. A phrase whose subtle power
exudes emotions absent of name. Forged by Vulcanm the depths of his celestial workshop, yet cooled by
the mystic breath of the muses themselves it shown
with the immortal words. The North Face. I thought
of college, the popular table a. lunch, and croakies
and I could not help but weep. "Dry thine eyes" this
fair creature spoke, "All is well. Come, saddle my
noble steed we call 'Tahoe' and together we shall
speak of golf clubs and fishing in daddy's yacht

"

Silently I followed, and together we sat, drinking
naturally light nectar of the God's, and speaking over
the low nimble of his duel exhaust. Mortal, thought
I

.

Ha! Nary a savior from this world held such quiet
grace; no one from this tax bracket.

Greek Mythology
By Allen Wood and Clark Menge

Then who was this evenhanded knight, withwhom I connected that fateful October Eve* Whose
midsection was it, which drooped from side to stew,th every syllable of the words 'old moneys Whowas U that alternated so readily between quaffing hi!

I efforTT
h'S P"fUnk? Wh° WaS » tha

«
c°"ld

fall effortlessly into any social gathering, at oneminute surrounding a residued mirror and a, the „e«noodhng to the panic in the streets? And who. w th
his dirty visor riding low over his eyes and his oil rpopped could arrest the room with one simple
insightful utterance. "Suuuup bud

"

I asked myself. "Self, who was this fallen angel,
his savior of the nigh,... I may never know..." And

affZ h" TV"
1
" me ' ike the lighter that rebou"ded

off the back of my palm in the second set of a sick
panic show. This was no mere mortal. This was a
higher education hero, the champion of all that is
college... a class-skipping, frat water drinking SUV
driving deer killing, front-tucking, dip-spitting,
lighter tossing, door-holding, womanizing, late-
night grubbing, shot-gunning, pledge training, jam
band noodhng, beer pong throwing, lawn-partymg
Divinity. He was a celebration of all that is man the
walking legend of his university, a God of all that is
Greek... he was a FRAT STAR.
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Guys getting 'sickjor the ninth nigh, ofthe week.

RESTAURANT
reae southern

cooking since 1960

SOUTH'S BEST BBQ
Ribs • Pork • Chicken

Tennessee Breakfast &
Home Cookin' Everyday!

Special Offerfor
Locals & Students

PRESENT THIS COUPON
FOR A 10% DISCOUNT ON
FOOD, BEVERAGES &
GIFTS EVERY DAY!

BUFFET SCHEDl I F

—FRIDAY—
CATFISH & RIBS
—SATURDAY—
FRIED CHICKEN

&RIBS
—SUNDAY—

ROAST BEEF and
BAKED CHICKEN

All buffets include homemade beef
soup, 2 1 -item salad bar. nine hot
fresh vegetables,from-the-oven

biscuits and corn bread, plus desserts.

Children 5 & under
EAT FREE!
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The McClurg Blues
Z?y Sam Currin

A lot of people at Sewanee complain about McClurg. Although I do admit that

there is room for improvement in our architecturally advanced grub hall, I feel

that many people's disappointment in McClurg is due to their lack of culinary

creativity. A wise man once said. "A flute with no holes is not a flute. A doughnut

with no holes is a Danish." With this in mind, I have compiled a list of recipes and

tips on how to make your McClurg experience more enjoyable.

Important Ingredient Number 1 : PEANUT BUTTER!
Peanut butter is perhaps the greatest condiment of all time (ketchup being its

closest rival), and many a good sandwich can be made using this delectable food

(made from peanuts and butter). I would guess that 80% of the meals I eat at

McClurg have peanut butter as its main ingredient. A few of my favorite are:

Figure 1 : Seafood salad Deadly

Ants on a log sandwich- Peanut butter, celery, and raisins, either eaten on two

pieces of bread, or out of a bowl using some kind of utensil (hands qualify as a

utensil most of the time).

The heat- This one has many variations, but it is comprised of any mixture

of PB, honey, cereal, and banana. It is an adventure in itself gathering all the

ingredients. This sandwich is always good for lunch because it requires waiting

in line for, if any, a very short period of time. A good skill to learn is how to split a

banana into three equal parts. To do this, you take a banana, bite off one end, stuff

your finger into that end until it splits into three equal parts, and then lick your
fingers (the look of disgust on people's faces is priceless). Doing laundry is also

a good skill to learn, but I plan on making my wife do that (GOSH!
I'm just kidding! Don't you people understand sarcasm?)

The unbeatable Peanut Butter and Jelly/Honey- The lunch of champions. The
true sandwich. Some conspirators argue that this sandwich caused the Cold War,
others say that it tastes really good with milk. I tend to side with the latter.

-SOUP!

Soup is really a good food, especially considering the fact that it's going to be
cold, foggy, rainy, and depressing for the next 6 months or so. It warms you up on
the inside (like alcohol, but soup is good for you). Here are a few things that will

make almost any soup better:

The sandwich line is a gamble.You should always consider a few things before

hopping in line. (For excellent sandwich advice, consult Drew Thomasson's

instructions to create the ultimate sandwich, the "doobie snack."

1. Is there imitation crab salad? (if so, stay away from the imitation crab salad)

2. Is the line long (if so, proceed to peanut butter stand and make "the heat")

3. Do I really want a sandwich? (what if you just think you want a sandwich and

actually, you just want a big bowl of Captain Crunch)

4. Is there seafood salad? (if so. stay away from the seafood salad)

5. Wouldn't five pieces of garlic bread be just as good as a turkey and swiss?

-CORNBREAD!
Ain't nothing wrong with cornbread.

Anyways, for much of the student body, McClurg is our only option, and in

the same way that everyone adapted to the ocean in the highly acclaimed Kevin

Costner film Waterworld, so can we all find ways to please our appetites in

McClurg. However, if I find that all of the peanut butter is gone next week, I will

resort to guerilla warfare, and hunt you down like Tommy Lee Jones hunted down
Benicio del Toro in the highly acclaimed film The Hunted. I'm serious. Don't

be fooled by things like "Seafood Gumbo" either. More than likely it contains

imitation crab. Don't say that you weren't forewarned.

Subscribe to

etoanee purple!
For $25 each semester, six issues of "The Sewanee Purple"
(including back issues) will be mailed to your home or

other address. Keep up with news at Sewanee from the

students' perspective while supporting one of the oldest,

continuously run campus newspapers in the nation.

Please send your name, address,

and a check or money-order to:

The Sewanee Purple

735 University Avenue

Sewanee, TN 37383

Sour cream- A dollop ("A large lump or portion of a solid

matter") of sour cream makes most hearty soups (chili,

tomato) much better. It also adds a little bit of color, so that if

the particular hue of the soup you are eating is discouraging,

you can alter it.

Cheese- Behold, the power of Cheese.

Croutons/crackers- There is nothing better than a little bit of
crunch in a soup. If you get a big bowl (from the Asian line,

another secret) and put a dollop of sour cream, some cheese,

and a few croutons, then fill it up with soup, and give it a little

stir, I believe you will be in for quite a treat, unless you are

lactose intolerant, in which case I think you will be quite sick.

-GARLIC BREAD!
Mmmmmm, garlic bread.

-SANDWICH LINE!
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